
 

 

 
BJHS 7th & 8th Grade
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PBS Arkansas Shows and Times 

America from the 
Ground Up 

America from the Ground Up was filmed on location at archaeological and historical sites 
throughout the U.S. and Canada. Join us in the search for clues to America's hidden history. 

Live Art  Youth with and without developmental disabilities work together in a variety of performing and 
visual arts classes throughout the year, culminating in a final concert for the community 
celebrating the importance of human connection.  

Untamed  From black bears to eagles to opossums, “Untamed” takes viewers inside the Wildlife Center of 
Virginia with the aim to provide a perspective on natural and manmade challenges that wildlife 
face. 

Space Chase USA  Celebrate and explore the space history of Florida's space coast. 

Outside: Beyond the 
Lens 

Outside travels to areas within national parks and wild destinations rarely seen on TV. 

Twirl Girls  The Stepper-ettes, a world class baton twirling team based in Omaha, Nebraska is comprised of 
young women ages 16 to mid-thirties. Sue Foehlinger guides the team through the many 
obstacles they endure while preparing to defend their World Baton Twirling Championship title.  

Science is Fun  Professor Bassam Z. Shakhashiri demonstrates the wonders of chemistry in his laboratory at 
the University of Wisconsin at Madison. 

Ancient Skies  Discover how centuries of knowledge helped our ancestors understand the mysteries of space. 

Walkin’ California  Steve Weldon explores some of the tallest trees in the world. Steve hikes through old growth 
redwoods of Redwood National and State Parks in far northern California. 

Expeditions with 
Patrick McMillan 

This series overflows with compelling wildlife and wilderness footage captured in the United 
States and beyond. McMillan's passion and contagious enthusiasm for the natural world is 
evident as he journeys across America. 

NOVA  The Red Planet was once a vibrant blue water-world, home to raging rivers, active volcanoes, 
and even an ocean. But as the young planet’s core cooled, its magnetic field and protective 
atmosphere faded, eventually exposing it to the wrath of the sun. With its volcanoes 
extinguished and its water lost to space, Mars became the frozen desert planet we know today. 
But if it once had many of the ingredients necessary to form life, how far along might that 
process have gotten?  

All books need to be returned by May 15 to the book box located by Barton’s main entrance. 

This includes library books, class novels, rolling cart books, and classroom library books. 

Students, you will not receive your report card or schedule for next year until books are 

returned or paid for.  
***Not all learning opportunities require watching PBS*** 
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Literacy Corner  
1. Complete the required weekly reading passage and writing challenge. 

***You must do the Weekly Reading Passage*** 

● Required Weekly Passage:  
○ Each week complete the required reading passage.  Click here for the Google Form. 
○ To complete on paper go to page 6.  

2. Choose 2 literacy learning opportunities listed below to practice your reading, 
writing and communication skills.  

***ALL BOOKS ARE DUE*** 

● Presentation: Time for YOU to be the expert! Make a presentation about something you learned this week. Be sure 
to include facts and pictures. This can be done on paper, poster, google presentation, etc. You can present for 
family at home or video chat with family and friends for a learning experience for all! 

● Using Personification: In Outside Beyond the Lens: East Side Colors, Jeff Aiello describes the fall scenery using 
personification (giving human qualities to nonhuman things) such as “trees paint the high peaks and canyons with 
red and gold” and “people come to explore before winter shuts its doors.” Watch a sunset or sunrise and use 
personification to describe the event in four or five sentences. 

● Read a Poem: Read “The Road not Taken” by Robert Frost and answer the questions on pages 7-8. 
● Write an Adventure Story: In Outside Beyond the Lens: Alaska off the Grid, Jeff Aiello takes us on an adventure to 

a remote fishing camp in Alaska. Write an adventure story about a family that works together in a wilderness 
setting. Where will the story take place? What trouble might they encounter by being in a remote location? How will 
they work together to keep everyone safe and ensure they have a good time? 

● Design a Garden for Life: In Expeditions with Patrick McMillan: Gardening for Life, Patrick 
explains how the plants and flowers in the South Carolina Botanical Garden represent all things that are 
the Carolinas. Look around your own backyard, park, or other nature spot. What do you see? Design 
and draw a garden exhibit with the plants and flowers that represent your home, city, or state. Share 
your design with a family member or friend. Explain your reasons for the plants and flowers that were 
chosen for the design. 

● Make a Proposal: In Live Art: Love, we learned about a group of over 200 students of all abilities who participate in 
an arts program called “LIVE ART.” Everything in their performance was connected to the theme of love. What 
topic, or theme, do you think would be a good one that could bring people together in a performance? Write a 
proposal, or plan, for a performance connected to your theme. How would that theme bring people together? What 
songs could be performed? What musicians would you like to see participate? What kinds of dances and art could 
be included? 

● A Lot of Alliteration: In Science is Fun: Metals Make Color and Sound, there are many phrases that use 
alliteration (same beginning sounds), such as “super-saturated solution of sodium acetate” and “clear, colorless 
solution of cadmium chloride.” Create a few sentences about the show or a topic of your choice and use alliteration. 
Try to say the sentences quickly. Was it easy or difficult? Why?  

● Pros and Cons: In Space Chase USA, we learned about America’s race to beat the Soviet Union on its 
quest to dominate space. List the pros and cons of this quest. Support your choices with evidence from 
the show. 

● Never-Ending Day: in Walkin’ California: The Redwoods, Steve Weldon says that the hike along the trail 
was something that he wished would never end because it was one of the happiest days of his life. Write 
a descriptive paragraph about a time you were so happy that you wished the day wouldn’t end.  

● Journal Writing: Begin keeping a daily journal or diary on the current pandemic. 
● FREE Choice- What are your interests? Choose a topic and create a document, presentation or 

performance that will teach someone else about your topic.   
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Math Mania:  
Choose 3  math learning opportunities to build and reinforce your math skills. 

● Khan Academy: If you have internet access, it is recommended that your child utilize the Khan Academy modules 
with built-in instruction to support math learning at least 3 days a week.  Select your grade level or type in the web 
address and select the GET STARTED button. (Counts as one each day) If needed, students may select a different 
grade, regardless of age. 

5th grade math        https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-fifth-grade-math 
6th grade math       https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-sixth-grade-math 
7th grade math       https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-seventh-grade-math 
8th grade math       https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-eighth-grade-mathAlgebra I 

● What do you notice? What do you wonder about the pattern on the 
right? What will the next few figures look like? What is the equation 
you could use to find the 100th term? 

● Integer Multiplication Number Battle: Players: Groups of two 
Materials: Deck of cards  
Value: Ace worth 1, Jack worth 11, Queen worth 12, King worth 13 
How to Play: Black cards are positive numbers; red cards are 
negative numbers. Players split a deck of cards and simultaneously 
flip over their top two cards. The highest product (answer to 
multiplication problem) wins all four cards. Remember, ( -2) is greater than (-7). If both players’ cards have the 
same product, place the cards in a center pile. The winner of the next round takes the center pile as well. 

● What’s Your Rate? Materials: Paper, pencil, and stopwatch (most phones have one). Do jumping jacks for one 
minute and record the number you completed (only count whole ones completed). Write your unit rate, jumping 
jacks per minute, as a fraction. At this rate, how many jumping jacks could you do in 10 minutes? How many in an 
hour? Do you think your rate would remain the same the entire hour? Why or why not? Repeat this activity, but hop 
on one foot instead. 

● Which One Doesn’t Belong? Look at the four options on 
the right. Which one doesn’t belong? Can you convince 
me with math? Any other possibilities? 

● Fraction War: Materials: Deck of Cards 
Directions: In this game, each player turns over 4 cards. 
Cards are arranged to make the largest fraction (2-digit 
numerator/2-digit denominator). Player with the 
greatest fraction wins and keeps all four cards. How do 
you know which fraction is greater? Check with a 
calculator, if you like. When cards are out, the player 
with the most cards wins. 

● Area and Perimeter: Would you Rather? Which amount 
of 1 inch square pieces of chocolate would you rather 
have? Explain the reason for your choice.  

● Enough to cover a rectangle with a length of 9 in. 
and a perimeter of 22 in.  

● Enough to cover a rectangle with a length of 5 in. 
and a perimeter of 20 in. 

● Greatest Common Factor and the Least Common 
Multiple: Using either a deck of cards (1-10) or 
dominos, turn over two and find the greatest common 
factor and the least common multiple of the numbers. 

● Volume and Surface Area: Measure the dimensions (length, width, 
and height) of a box. Use your measurements to find the volume and 
surface area. If the box was twice as wide, how would the volume 
and surface area change?  
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THINK like a Scientist!  
● Pre-AP science must select 3 of the following choices AND read your choice of the two 

articles and answer the questions for the article selected.  (3 activities and 1 article) 

● Regular science must select 2 of the following choices AND read your choice of the two 
articles and answer the questions for the article selected.  (2 activities and 1 article) 

● Making Sound: After viewing Science is Fun: Metals Make Colors and Sounds, experiment with metals around your 
house.  Can you safely cause the metal to make sound without using chemicals or fire?  Explain which metals 
made sound and how you got it to make sound.  If a metal did not make sound, why do you think that metal did not 
make sound? 

 
● Temperate vs. Deciduous: After viewing Walkin’ California: The Redwoods, make a list of different types of forests. 

The California Redwoods survive best in a 
temperate forest. Arkansas is part of a 
deciduous forest. Use the table to the right to 
compare the two forests. Hint: The video will 
provide evidence for a temperate forest. 
Exploring your community will provide 
evidence for a deciduous forest.  

 
● Bringing Life to Landscape: After viewing 

Gardening for Life: Transforming Your Landscape for Life, go outside and observe the types of vegetation around 
your house. Identify ways you can bring more “life” to your landscape. Work as a landscape architect and use your 
science journal to design an area that will bring more “life” to your yard. Identify different kinds of pollinators in 
your area. What type of plants will attract those pollinators? 

 
● Opossum Challenge: After watching Untamed: Opossums, explain to an adult why 

opossums freeze or faint. Imitate an opossum by freezing your motion; see how long you 
can hold your pose. 
 
● Soil Mystery: After viewing The Planets: Mars, describe what was found in the soil 

that was collected by Curiosity, acting as a roving laboratory. Explain why that was a 
turning point for scientists. Extension: In your science journal, draw a rover that could 
move across a planet like Mars.  
 

● Lab Analysis:  Fertilizer Important? page 13 
 

● Build a Fizz Inflator:  Instructions for Fizz Inflator page 14 
 

● Experimental Design:  The following lab is flawed.  List all of the flaws in the experimental design. 
Is plant growth affected by the color of light?  Juan was curious whether plants grow best under certain colors 
of light.  He purchased a variety of flower seeds and randomly distributed them in 4 flower pots that were each 
⅔ full of some type of potting soil.  He placed two pots in his bedroom closet and exposed them to red light, and 
then he placed the other two pots in the hall closet with a green light.  He watered the plants once a day making 
sure that all pots received water.  He also fertilized the plants in his bedroom closet but did not fertilize the 
plants in the hall closet so he could see if fertilizer would make a difference.  He left the lights on for 24 hours a 
day.  At 12 PM each day, for two weeks, he measured the growth of the plants.   

Science Reading Passage #1:  Human Connection Bolsters Immune System: That's Why it's Important 
to be Kind--Pages 9-10 

OR 
Science Reading Passage #2:  Rare Gray Orca Spotted in Puget Sound Waters--Pages 11-12 
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FUN ZONE 
Choose 1 FUN ZONE opportunity for the week for  

Career Development, Keyboarding, CCT, Electives and Rotation. 

★ Get active- dance, do exercises, create an obstacle course, go for a walk or run.  
★ Perform- Write and perform an original song or dance. 
★ Play a family game (Uno, Heads Up, Battleship, Chess, etc…)  
★ Create a masterpiece- Paint or draw 
★ Cook a meal for your family  
★ Code with Code.org, Scratch, or other approved sites 
★ Play BreakoutEDU.com/Live daily at 1:00pm to win prizes (10 minutes) 

 
 

 
Summer Reading Assignments For Students Going Into: 

● 7th grade students will read “Seventh grade” by Gary 
Soto and complete the summer reading packet.  

● 8th grade 
○ Pre-AP students will read The Diary of a Young Girl 

by Anne Frank and complete the summer reading 
packet.  Books can be picked up at Barton May 
19-21 from 9:00am - 2:00pm.  

○ General students will read an excerpt from Maus 
and complete the summer reading packet.  

● 9th grade students will read Romiette and Julio by 
Sharon Draper and complete the summer assignment. 
Watch EHS facebook page for more info! 
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Read the passage. Then, answer the questions. 
 

An Osprey’s Not-So-Odd Behavior 
 

1     Casual birdwatchers love observing ospreys because they nest in the open and hunt all day.  An 
osprey glides down, extends its talons, and plunges into the lake. Then, it explodes back into  the air, 
clutching its prey. 
 

2     But sometimes, ospreys display a puzzling behavior. They skim the water’s surface, dipping their 
feet in about every 20 yards. They catch nothing, so if this is a hunting behavior, it’s ineffective. 
 

3     Pat Schlarbaum, a wildlife researcher in Iowa, hypothesizes that ospreys do this to clean their feet. 
Clutching wriggling fish in their talons must get messy. Birdwatcher and photographer Kim Taylor 
points out another possible benefit. She writes that ospreys also drag their feet “to cool down by 
getting water on their breast feathers.” She shows it isn’t necessary to be a professional scientist to 
have insights into animal behaviors. 
 

4     So if you see an osprey dragging its feet, don’t worry. It’s not struggling to hunt. It’s just getting 
clean and cool! 
 

1. Which statement offers support for the claim that an osprey might need to clean its feet? 
A. They hunt all day. C. The lake is polluted. 
B. They nest in the open. D. Their talons get dirty holding fish. 

 
2. Based on the first paragraph, which of these statements do you think is true? 

A. Ospreys are not very good hunters. C. Ospreys are large, predatory birds. 
B. Ospreys eat mostly small mammals. D. Dragging their feet help ospreys learn how to hunt better. 

 
3. Which answer provides the clearest summary of the passage? 

A. Ospreys use two different methods to hunt; the glide-and plunge method works much better than the 
feet-dragging method. 

B. Experts agree ospreys drag their feet in the water to clean their talons and cool themselves. 
C. Scientists have tested and proven that ospreys rely on lakes for survival. 
D. Pat Schlarbaum is an expert on ospreys and can answer most questions about their behavior. 

 
4. What is the purpose of the second paragraph? 

A. It describes the main idea of the passage: ospreys drag their feet to stay healthy. 
B. It details Pat Schlarbaum’s accomplishments as a wildlife researcher. 
C. It explains that scientists have no idea why ospreys display this behavior. 
D. It introduces the scientific mystery that is solved in the third paragraph. 

 
5. The author points out that feet dragging does not result in the ospreys catching food and then gives explanations 

for this behavior from an expert and a person who is very observant. What is the author’s point of view on the 
subject? 

A. She thinks that scientists often get credit for explaining animal behaviors that any observant person can 
figure out. 

B. She thinks this osprey behavior can be explained by the two theories presented in the passage. 
C. She demonstrates that many times there is no explanation for an animal’s odd behavior. 
D. She shows that some possibilities must be eliminated in order to solve nature’s mysteries. 

 
6. What is the connection between the osprey’s puzzling behavior, Pat Schlarbaum, and Kim Taylor? 

A. Taylor works with Schlarbaum to come up with an explanation. 
B. Taylor observes that ospreys skim the water to clean their feet. 
C. Taylor agrees with Schlarbaum’s explanation; she just doesn’t think it’s the only reason. 
D. Taylor thinks Schlarbaum’s explanation is correct, but she wants to say something different and get 

quoted in a news article. 
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Read a Poem: Read “The Road not Taken” by Robert Frost and answer the questions. 
 

The Road Not Taken (From ReadWorks.org) 

 
Two roads diverged in a yellow wood, 
And sorry I could not travel both 
And be one traveler, long I stood 
And looked down one as far as I could 
 
To where it bent in the undergrowth; 5 
Then took the other, as just as fair 
And having perhaps the better claim, 
Because it was grassy and wanted wear; 
Though as for that, the passing there 
 
Had worn them really about the same, 10 
And both that morning equally lay 
In leaves no step had trodden black 
Oh, I kept the first for another day! 
Yet knowing how way leads on to way, 
 
I doubted if I should ever come back. 15 
I shall be telling this with a sigh 
Somewhere ages and ages hence: 
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I, 
I took the one less traveled by, 
 
And that has made all the difference. 20 
 

ReadWorks® is a Registered Trademark | © 2020 
 

Comprehension Questions 
1. According to the speaker, what “has made all the difference” (line 20)?  

A. He or she took the first of the two roads.  
B. He or she took the road less traveled by.  
C. He or she took the road that bent in the undergrowth.  
D. He or she chose a road after looking as far down it as possible  

 
2. What is the setting of this poem?  

A. a quiet street on the edge of a town  C. the backyard of a house in the country  
B. a forest in the middle of winter  D. a wood with two roads in it  

 
3. The speaker of the poem wishes that he or she did not have to make a choice between the roads. 
What lines from the poem support this statement? 

A. And sorry I could not travel both/And be one traveler, long I stood  
B. Though as for that, the passing there/Had worn them really about the same  
C. And both that morning equally lay/In leaves no step had trodden black  
D. Two roads diverged in a wood, and I,/I took the one less traveled by  
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4. Based on the information in the poem, why might the second road have “wanted wear” and been “grassy?”  

A. because the second road was close to a stream that ran through the woods  
B. because the second road got a lot of sunlight  
C. because many people had taken the second road  
D. because few people had taken the second road  

 
5. What is the theme of this poem?  

A. giving up hope  
B. making a choice  
C. enjoying the present moment  
D. having the courage to fight for something you believe in  

 
6. Read these lines from the poem. 

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood, 
And sorry I could not travel both 
And be one traveler, long I stood 
And looked down one as far as I could 
To where it bent in the undergrowth; 
Then took the other, as just as fair 
And having perhaps the better claim, 
Because it was grassy and wanted wear; 

Based on these lines, what does the word "diverged" probably mean?  
A. went in different directions  C. continued forward in a straight line  
B. led to the same place  D. turned around and went backward  

 
7. What does “this” (line 16) refer to?  

A. the explanation of why the speaker chose the second road  
B. the place the speaker will be ages and ages from now  
C. the description of the first road bending in the undergrowth  
D. the leaves that lay on both of the paths in the yellow wood  

 
8. What has worn the roads “about the same” (line 10)?  
 
 
 
9. Compare the two roads with each other. Include at least three pieces of information from the poem.  
 
 
 
 
10. The speaker claims that he or she has taken the road less traveled by. Is the speaker telling the truth? 
Support your answer with evidence from the text.  
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Science Reading Passage #1 

Article courtesy of Newsela 

Human connection bolsters immune system; that’s why it is important to be kind 
By Washington Post, adapted by Newsela staff on 04.08.20  

 

Studies have revealed that human connection can ease pain and reduce physical symptoms of stress.  
People who feel supported by their social networks are more likely to live longer. Photo: Helena Lopes on Unsplash  

Don't go to school. Don't see your friends. Don't visit your grandmother. Don't play together or hug.  

Social distancing is one of the hardest effects of the coronavirus. The coronavirus has spread all over the world. There are no 
treatments or vaccines yet for COVID-19, the disease caused by the coronavirus. Experts say people should practice social distancing. 
For now, it is one of the best ways to fight the disease. Social distancing includes avoiding large groups and staying 6 feet away from 
other people.  

Social distancing slows the spread of the virus and gives hospitals more time to treat sick people. A global pandemic is still a tough 
time to be alone. All we want is to be close to people we care about during these times.  

Human Connection Reduces Stress  
Psychologists are worried about the long-term effects of social distancing. Research shows that loneliness is related to health 

problems. However, human connection can also reduce the physical effects of stress. Something as simple as a phone call can 
strengthen the body's immune system, which helps the body fight germs and viruses. Kindness is good for your health.  

Julianne Holt-Lunstad studies the mind and neuroscience. She says social connection could help us get through the pandemic.  

Naomi Eisenberger is a neuroscientist. She says humans are social creatures who have evolved to feel safer around family and 
friends. We feel safe because we know we will be cared for if we are hurt.  

When we are alone, our bodies prepare for danger. Our bodies produce a chemical called norepinephrine. It is related to the "fight 
or flight" response to stress. The immune system goes into overdrive.  

Loneliness Can Cause Health Problems  
This response to loneliness may have been useful for our ancestors. They faced physical threats like saber-toothed cats. It is less 

useful for modern humans because most of our threats we cannot fight or run from. These days, loneliness causes an unhealthy state 
of high blood pressure and blood sugar. If this lasts too long, it can cause health problems like heart disease.  

Holt-Lunstad looked at scientific studies of loneliness. She found that people who had little social interaction were 29 percent 
more likely to die. Meanwhile, socially connected people were 50 percent less likely to die. Social connection has stronger effects than 
loneliness.  

Kindness is most important for reducing stress. Bert N. Uchino does research at a university, where he did an experiment with 
students. They accused the students of stealing and gave them three minutes to think of a response. This caused the students to 
stress. Their hearts beat faster and their blood pressure increased. However, the scientists offered help to some students. Those 
students had lower heart rates and stress levels than the other students.  
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Uchino said his experiment showed how just having access to help and support can reduce stress.  

Research also shows that having strong social networks can improve the immune system. Scientists call this the "buffering 
effect." For example, just looking at a photo of a loved one can reduce feelings of pain. Friends and family make people feel safe, 
which helps their bodies stay more relaxed in stressful situations.  

The buffering effect can lead to a stronger immune system. When the body is stressed, it releases chemicals that increase heart                     
rate and blood pressure. These effects make it hard for the immune system to fight off disease.  

Researchers are concerned about how a long period of social distancing might affect people. Holt- Lunstad said it's more 
important than ever for people to stay connected. Try talking over Web video or waving to your neighbors.  

Doing Something Kind For Others  
Researchers suggest doing something kind for someone else, too. Studies have shown that doing something to help others, such as 

volunteering, reduces the physical symptoms of stress. Remember that social distancing is a sacrifice we are making together for the 
health of strangers and loved ones.  

Holt-Lunstad believes what we are doing is not really social distancing. She prefers the term "physical distancing." Holt-Lunstad 
says it's a reminder that the virus may have forced us apart, but it doesn't have to make us alone.  

 
1.  Read the following selections from the section "Human Connection Reduces Stress."  

    When we are alone, our bodies prepare for danger. Our bodies produce a chemical called norepinephrine. It is  
    related to the "fight or flight" response to stress. The immune system goes into overdrive.  

 

    What is the meaning of the word "overdrive" as it is used in the sentence?  
(A) a state of very high activity (C) a new kind of chemical  
(B) the speed of a car engine (D) the possibility of injury  
 

2.  Read the following paragraph from the section "Loneliness Can Cause Health Problems."  
    Research also shows that having strong social networks can improve the immune system. Scientists call this the  
   "buffering effect." For example, just looking at a photo of a loved one can reduce feelings of pain. Friends and  

   family make people feel safe, which helps their bodies stay more relaxed in stressful situations.  
 

Which phrase from the paragraph helps the reader to understand the meaning of "buffering effect"?  
(A) Research also shows (C) photo of a loved one  
(B) Scientists call this (D) bodies stay more relaxed  

 

3.  Read the section "Loneliness Can Cause Health Problems."  
     Which sentence shows Bert N. Uchino's point of view about social connection?  

(A) Bert N. Uchino does research at a university, where he did an experiment with students.  
(B) They accused the students of stealing and gave them three minutes to think of a response.  
(C) Those students had lower heart rates and stress levels than the other students.  
(D) Uchino said his experiment showed how just having access to help and support can reduce stress.  

 

4.   Read the following paragraph from the section "Doing Something Kind For Others."  
     Naomi Eisenberger is a neuroscientist. She says humans are social creatures who have evolved to feel safer around 

    family and friends. We feel safe because we know we will be cared for if we are hurt.  
 

    How would Julianne Holt-Lunstad MOST likely respond to this paragraph?  
(A) She would disagree because she thinks that humans are now evolving to be more comfortable being  
      alone and taking care of themselves.  
(B) She would disagree because she believes that people feel just as safe being around strangers as long as they  
      are not completely alone.  
(C) She would agree and add that finding ways to be social through talking or volunteering can let people  
      feel connected while keeping physical distance.  
(D) She would agree and suggest that even if people are able to connect in ways like Web videos they will  
      still suffer from problems caused by loneliness. 
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Science Reading Passage #2 

Article courtesy of Newsela 

Rare Gray Orca Spotted in Puget Sound Waters  
By Seattle Times, adapted by Newsela staff on 05.07.20  

 

Image 1. A gray transient orca wowed onlookers all over Puget Sound, Washington, in April 2020. Its nickname, Tl'uk, means 
"moon" in Coast Salish. This is a language spoken by some Native Americans in the region. Photo: Howard Garrett/Orca Network/TNS  

All over Puget Sound, Washington, a pale orca has been wowing onlookers. Puget Sound is a stretch of water next to 
Seattle and other cities in Washington.  

The orca is as pale in color as the moon. Social media users have called the orca an albino, which is an animal that 
usually appears white. However, the orca is not an albino. It is actually gray, rather than the normal deep orca black. It 
appears bright in the green waters of Puget Sound.  

The orca is a male and a member of the transient orca group. You can see transient orcas from Alaska to California 
and all over Puget Sound. Though they are commonly called killer whales, these orcas are not really whales at all, but they 
are the world's largest dolphins. They eat meat, rather than fish. They hunt seals, sea lions and other ocean mammals. A 
mammal is a type of animal. Mammal mothers feed their young with milk from their own bodies. Orcas are mammals, and so 
are humans.  

Tl'uk Appeared In April To Great Interest  
The gray orca is typical in every way but its color, said Howard Garrett. He works with the Orca Network. This is a 

group that raises awareness of the orcas in the Pacific Northwest.  

"He stands right out," said Garrett. He photographed the orca recently. "I don't know that there is anything different 
about him or his family. He seems to be the right size for his age, and traveling with them, perfectly normal behavior. But he 
sure glows really bright."  

The orca's nickname is Tl'uk, which means "moon" in Coast Salish. This is a language spoken by some Native Americans 
in the region.  

Garrett spotted the gray orca on April 7 in the waters near Whidbey Island in Washington. He and other people were 
gathered on a dock. The orcas were very close by, which added to the thrill.  

"They are powerful, graceful, beautiful beings," Garrett said. He was excited to see them right below his feet.  

Transient Orcas Healthy, Other Orcas Endangered  
Transient orca populations are healthy. The government has not allowed marine mammal hunting since 1972. Because of 

this, the orcas are feasting on a good supply of seals and other marine mammals, including some dolphins and even small 
whales. Transient orcas will team up to take down a big target, such as a sea lion. They often hunt close to shore, where 
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they find their prey lounging on rocks.  

Another type of orca is the southern resident orca. They also swim in the waters near the Puget Sound. Unlike the 
transient orcas, southern resident orcas are in danger of extinction. These orcas face several threats. One major threat 
is pollution. Other threats include noise and disturbances from ships, which make it harder for orcas to hunt. There's also a 
lack of salmon, their preferred prey.  

People rarely see Tl'uk's family in local waters. They usually see the family north of Washington's San Juan Islands. 
However, beginning in April, the orcas made their first known trip to the waters around Puget Sound.  

The gray orca is less than 2 years old. He is only the second gray orca to appear in these waters. The first gray orca 
was Chimo. People captured Chimo back when they were still allowed to hunt orcas to supply the aquarium trade.  

"It is great to see that guy, just amazing," Garrett said about Tl'uk. The orca appears white in the dark green of the 
water. He has a mysterious quality, Garrett said.  

1. Read the paragraph from the introduction [paragraphs 1-3].  
The orca is as pale in color as the moon. Social media users have called the orca an albino, which is an 

 animal that usually appears white. However, the orca is not an albino. It is actually gray, rather than the 
 normal deep orca black. It appears bright in the green waters of Puget Sound.  

 

Which of the following is the MOST accurate explanation of what this paragraph means?  
(A) Albino orcas are actually gray instead of the typical white.  
(B) A gray orca is the same color as the moon, which means it is albino.  
(C) Gray orcas appear gray because the Puget Sound has green waters.  
(D) Gray orcas are lighter than black orcas, so they can be mistaken as white.  

 

2. Read the selection from the section "Transient Orcas Healthy, Other Orcas Endangered."  
Another type of orca is the southern resident orca. They also swim in the waters near the Puget Sound.  

           Unlike the transient orcas, southern resident orcas are in danger of extinction. These orcas face several  
           threats. One major threat is pollution. Other threats include noise and disturbances from ships, which make  
           it harder for orcas to hunt. There's also a lack of salmon, their preferred prey.  
 

Which word or phrase from the selection helps the reader understand the meaning of "extinction"?  
(A) threats  (B) pollution (C) noise and disturbances (D) preferred prey  

 

3. Read the section "Transient Orcas Healthy, Other Orcas Endangered."  Select the paragraph from the section that shows 
problems that orcas have.  
(A) Transient orca populations are healthy. The government has not allowed marine mammal hunting since 1972. Because of  
       this, the orcas are feasting on a good supply of seals and other marine mammals, including some dolphins and even small  
       whales. Transient orcas will team up to take down a big target, such as a sea lion. They often hunt close to shore, where  
       they find their prey lounging on rocks.  
(B) Another type of orca is the southern resident orca. They also swim in the waters near the Puget  Sound.  Unlike the  
      transient orcas, southern resident orcas are in danger of extinction. These orcas face several threats. One major threat  
      is pollution. Other threats include noise and disturbances from ships, which make it harder for orcas to hunt. There's also  
      a lack of salmon, their preferred prey.  
(C) People rarely see Tl'uk's family in local waters. They usually see the family north of Washington's San Juan Islands.  
      However, beginning in April, the orcas made their first known trip to the waters around Puget Sound.  
(D) "It is great to see that guy, just amazing," Garrett said about Tl'uk. The orca appears white in the dark  green of the  
      water.  He has a mysterious quality, Garrett said.  

 

4. Read the sentence from the introduction [paragraphs 1-3].   Puget Sound is a stretch of water next to Seattle and other 
cities in Washington.  

            Which answer uses the word “stretch” in the SAME way as the sentence above?  
(A) The truck was driving on a long stretch of road.  
(B) Some people like to stretch before running.  
(C) That question on the test was a stretch for me.  
(D) She had to stretch her sweater after it shrank in the dryer.   
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Lab Analysis:  Fertilizer Important? 

 

Do all fertilizers work equally as well?  Brintley wanted to see if Fertilizer A 
was better than Fertilizer B.  Based on observations of her mother’s garden, 
she believed that Fertilizer B helped plants grow faster.  Brintley purchased 
corn seeds for her investigation.  She took 5 pots of equal size and placed 
equal levels of the same brand of potting soil in each.  Brintley then planted 3 
corn seeds in each pot, all equally distanced apart and at the same depth. 
She placed all of the pots on a table in her living room where there was plenty 
of indirect sunlight.  Every other day she would water the seeds/plants: 2 pots 

received a 15% solution of Fertilizer A and tap water, 2 pots received a 15% solution of Fertilizer B and 
tap water, and the last two pots were watered with just tap water.  Brintley measured the plants’ height 
at the end of a two-week period.  Brintley found that the corn plants in the unfertilized pots averaged 
10 inches in height, the plants fertilized with Fertilizer A averaged 14 inches in height, and the corn 
plants fertilized in Fertilizer B averaged 16 inches in height.  
 

1.  What is the control group in this investigation? 
a. Fertilizer A   b.  Fertilizer B  

               c.  Tap water d.  No control 
 

2. What is the independent variable in this investigation? 
a. Brand of fertilizer b.  Amount of fertilizer  

               c.  Amount of water d.  Sunlight 
 

3.  What is the dependent variable in this investigation? 
a. Brand of fertilizer b.  Amount of fertilizer 

     c.  Height of plants d.  Time for plants to grow 
 

4.  Using numerical evidence, write the results to Brintley’s investigation. 
a. The plant with fertilizer A grew an average of 14 inches in height; the plant with fertilizer 

B grew an average of 16 inches in height; and the plant with tap water grew an average 
of 10 inches in height.  Based on this evidence the plant in Fertilizer B grew an average of 
two inches taller than the other plants. 

b. Plant B grew more than plant A or the other. 
c. The plant with the water did not grow as much as the plants with other materials. 
d. Fertilizer is important to plants because a plant grew more than the others. 
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Build a Fizz Inflator! 

 

You will need: 
● One small empty plastic soda or water bottle 
● ½ cup of vinegar 
● Small balloon or glove or plastic bag (must be able to secure tightly to bottle) 
● Baking soda 

 

What to do: 
1. Carefully pour the vinegar into the bottle 
2. This is the tricky part:  Loosen up the balloon by stretching it a few times and 

then fill it a bit more than halfway with baking soda.  If you are using a glove or 
plastic bag, fill it less than halfway with baking soda.  

3. Now carefully put the neck of the balloon all the way over the neck of the bottle 
without letting any baking soda into the bottle.  If you are using glove or plastic 
bag, make sure you secure the bottle tightly so it does not slip off when you 
release the baking soda.  

4. Ready?  Lift the balloon up so that the baking soda falls from the balloon into 
the bottle and mixes with the vinegar.  Watch the fizz inflator at work! 

5. Make observations, pictures, drawings of the fizz inflator at work. 
 
 

How does it work? 
The baking soda and the vinegar create an ACID-BASE reaction and the two chemicals 
work together to create a gas (carbon dioxide.)  Gasses need a lot of room to spread 
out and the carbon dioxide starts to fill the bottle, and then moves into the balloon to 
inflate it.  
 
 

You can try: 
1. Does the temperature of the vinegar affect how fast the balloon fills up? 
2. Does the size of the bottle affect how much the balloon fills? 
3. Can the amount the balloon fills up be controlled by the amount of baking soda? 
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